FIND YOUR
(SPIRIT) ANIMAL
VOORHOF
Personas of Tanthof residents
Inge - 36 years old

Lizelotte - 6 years old

Max - 14 years old

Jan - 74 years old
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- lives in Tanthof with his parents
-in high school
-likes hanging out with his 		
friends in the evenings
complaits:
- no privacy
- wants to be left alone
-no place to be loud

- likes playing outside
- likes imagining stories
- like animals
- likes to do activities with grandpa Jan
- likes nature, climbing in trees
complaints:
-wants to ride her bike to school alone
- scared of crossing the bus street
-moving and changing playgrounds

Modular and moveable furniture

- two children
- married
- dog
- does yoga and pilates
- works during the day
- evenings are important to her
- family saturdays

- lives alone (widower)
- loves to stroll around
- lives in Tanthof for 40 years
- hobbys: fishing, walking, jou de
boule, chess, checkers, watching
grandchild

wants:
- safe cycling route
- meeting points for friends and other parents
- have me- moments
- walking dog

Atmosphere of the public spaces

Complaints:
- noise
- gets lost
-loneliness

Diversity and inclusion are important in public spaces.
We want to include every target group and do this by creating an environment where they can
meet and greet each other. Making Tanthof East inclusive.
You can see here, there are a lot of types of neighbors with different needs. Our goal is to include them all, creating spaces where they can comfortably live in coexistence while getting to
know each other bit by bit. Because community building is good for the all-round safety and
feeling welcome In the neighborhood.

The iconic color and the animal symbols you will always know
they belong to each other, giving Tanthof oost a new identity.
Design elements for Max:

Design elements for Liselotte:

Design elements for Inge:

- smart furniture: WIFI
integrated in seating and
charge his phone
- exercise elements/
sports/ skating/table tennis
- less proximity
- covered space
- soft flooring
- litter cans

-adaptive elements to play with
- ‚soft‘ pavement (rubber floor,
sand, wood chips)
- nature elements

- good seating
- pickick table: community
outdoor place
- art piece: sth to talk
about
- good lighting for overall
saftey
- litter cans

Design elements
for Jan:
-seating: to look
-good flooring
- light
-activity elements:
public & outdoor

On our route we have created two stops that function as meeting area’s for the different types
of neighbors. The route is recognizable by our animal themed landmarks.
We have chosen the lepelaar and steltloper area as our meeting areas.
often. se two main meeting points are not the only areas where people can meet and have a
chat. The whole neighborhood is connected by the new route. Small interventions along the
route such as benches or another set of modular furniture are scattered around the neighborhood.Thanks to their iconic color and the animal symbols you will always know they belong to
each other, giving Tanthof oost a new identity.

TANTHOF-OOST

Educational element at the meeting point

Axonomety of the Steltloper public space
Axonomety of the Lepelaar public space

We present to you the new route: Find your spirit animal!
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